Introduction.
Let {Xit); t^O} be the symmetric stable process in P" of index a, 0<aS2; that is, a Markov process with stationary independent increments, whose continuous transition density, fait, x -y), relative to Lebesgue measure in R" is uniquely determined by its Fourier transform (1.1) e-'\l\" = C e«*-Vfa(t, x)dx.
J Rn
Here £ and x are points of Rn, dx is 77-dimensional Lebesgue measure, (£, x) is the ordinary inner product in Pn, and | £| 2= (£, ij). We will be mainly interested in properties of the sample functions of these processes. Our main theorems ( §4) extend some results of McKean [10; 11 ] on the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of the range of the sample functions, and some results of Bochner [2, p. 127] on the variation of the sample functions. Some of these extensions are immediate, while for others the methods of Bochner and McKean are not immediately available. Our main tool is the notion of subordination.
§ §2 and 3 contain preliminary material that will be needed in §4. Finally, in §5, we obtain the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues for certain operators that are naturally associated with the symmetric stable processes.
2. Preliminaries. Letfa(t, x-y) he the continuous transition density defined by (1.1). Then fa(t, x)=t~nlafa(l, t~llax), where/"(1, x) is a continuous strictly positive function on P" depending on x only through |x| . Using the Fourier inversion theorem for radial functions [3, Chapter II, §7] we find Theorem 2.1. Let a>0 and f"(l, x) be defined by (2.1). Then Let {X(t); t^O], the symmetric stable process of index a, be defined over some basic probability space (£2, ff, P). We assume that the process is separable relative to the closed sets, over the rationals. Then the following are true: (2.
2) The process has no fixed discontinuities.
(2.3) There is a subset A»/fl with P(A) =0 such that if co is in 12-A then:
(i) X( •, co) is bounded on every bounded t-interval, (ii) X(-, co) has finite right hand and left hand limits at every value of t, (iii) if t is not a rational then X(-, co) is either left continuous or right continuous at t.
This last property follows from others coupled with the fact that the process is separable over the rationals. The other properties are well-known. For convenience we will normalize the sample functions to be everywhere right continuous, although this is not really necessary for anything that follows. We will always assume A^(0) = 0.
Let X be a real number such that 0 <X < 1, and let { T(t); t ^ 0} be a real valued Markov process with stationary independent increments, whose continuous transition density g\(t, u -v)=t~ll*g\(l, t~llx(u -v)) relative to one dimensional Lebesgue measure is determined by its Laplace transform (2.4) e-'« = I e-"*g*(t, v)dv J o and the condition that g\(t, v)=0 if v<0. If we assume that this process is separable over the rationals then almost all sample functions are strictly increasing and bounded on bounded intervals. Since there are no fixed discontinuities we will normalize the sample functions to be everywhere right continuous although again this is not necessary. We will call this process the subordinated of index X. Let { Y(t); t^O} he the Brownian motion process in R", that is, the symmetric stable process of index 2. (This definition of Brownian motion differs from the usual one by a change in the time scale. However, the above definition is the most convenient for our purposes.) Let {T(t); t^O] be the subordinator of index X defined on the same basic space £2 as the Brownian motion, but completely independent of it. If we set X(t, u) = Y(T(t, «), o)), then JX(/.); t>0} is the symmetric stable process of index 2X in Rn. This is easily verified by computing the Fourier transforms involved and making use of the regularity properties that we have assumed the sample functions of our processes have. The notion of subordination is systematically developed in [2] . We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. If a>0 then f"uag\(l, u)du< °o if and only if a<\.
Proof. We note that the Fourier transform of gx(l, u) is given by exp[-|7;|x(cos(X7r/2)-7 sign z; sin (\7r/2))] and hence g\(l, u) is a stable density of index X. Lemma 2.1 now follows from the known properties of stable distributions [9, §36] .
We will now define the ^-variation of a function and the /3-dimensional outer measure. Let fi he a positive real number and let E be any subset of Pn, then for each e>0 set Af(P) =inf J^Lj (diam E/)^ where {£<, i*z 1} is a cover of E by subsets of P" all of diameter less than e and the infimum is taken over all such covers of E. We would get the same number if we restricted the Pi's to be closed sets or open sets, or in the case of the real line to be closed intervals. Let A"(P) =lim,_0 Af(P). Then A? is called the Hausdorff /3-dimensional outer measure on Pn. It is a metric outer measure and so the Borel sets are always measurable. We will need the fact that if E is a Borel set such that AS(P) = MS x and if 0<h< M then there exists a closed set F contained in E such that A$(F)=h.
In particular this implies that Ar estricted to the Borel sets is inner regular; in general, A^ is not outer regular. The above fact, actually for analytic E, is proved in [4] , It is also true that sup{/3: Af>(E) = oo} = inf{/3: A"(P) = 0}. This common value is called the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of P, and is denoted by dim(£).
The following theorem is implicit in [ll]. Proof. This follows easily from the regularity properties of / and the fact that |x|0 is a continuous function on R". If we take 5 to be the rationals then almost all sample functions of the symmetric stable processes satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1. Thus /3-var X( •, co) is the supremum of a countable family of random variables and hence is itself a random variable. A similar statement holds for the subordinated of index X. 3. Variation and dimension of the subordinators. In this section we establish certain properties of the subordinators that will be used in §4 to prove the analogous statements for the symmetric stable processes. We begin by discussing the variation of the subordinators. i-l
We first consider the case a<l. Given /3>aX pick a' in (a, 1) and X' in (X, 1) such that a'X'=/3 and a'X'<X. It may be necessary to first choose a smaller |3 but this doesn't matter. For example let X>/3>aX.
As in the proof of A simple calculation shows that -"'dA/dt^O as <->0 and since A'(I) = -A(t)B'(t) it follows that t1'"'B'(t)-^0 as t-+0. Thus we can find an e>0 such that 0^B'(t) ^t"'-1 if 0<t^e.
Hence we have ( 
3.5) B(t) < (a')-H"'
if 0</^€.
For each n>, 1 let {0"; i^l] (here 0?= [ani, &",-]) be a cover of P by nonoverlapping closed intervals of diameter less than e (the e of (3.5)) and such that Ei"i (bni -ani)a'^1/n. This can be done since A"'(P)=0. Define Then fi/\<a and hence A?/x(£) = 00. According to Davies' theorem [4] there exists a closed set P contained in E such that A"/X(P) >0 and hence by Frostman's theorem C^/x(/7)>0. Let 777 be a probability measure concentrated on Psuch that (3.7) holds with fi replaced by fi/\. Now 8
( | T(t) -T(s) | -")
= c|< -s|-0/x where c>0. Integrating this relation over FXF with respect to 777X777 and using the Fubini theorem we find that (3.8) f f I P0,co) -r(s,co) \^m(dt)m(ds) < 00
for amost all co. Theorem 2.2 implies that P[A"[P(P, co)]>0] = l. Since T(F, oi) C P(P, w) and fi <Xa was arbitrary the second half of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.
4. Variation and dimension of the symmetric stable processes. In this section we obtain complete information about the variation and dimension of the symmetric stable processes. We begin, again, by considering the variation. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 one finds that t~lB(t)->°o as t-->0 provided L3^a<2 (or provided /3<2 in the case a = 2). Thus, in these cases, F(a)) = oo for almost all co and since F(co) ^/3-var X( •, co) we have established Theorem 4.1 for these values of /3 and a. This is just the argument of [2] . The fact that the 2-variation of the 2 process is infinite with probability one was established by Paul Levy [8, Theorem 9] at least if n= 1. The same fact for general n is a trivial consequence of this. Thus we have taken care of all the cases in which j3±= a.
For the case /3>a we will need to make use of the following well-known fact, a proof of which can be found in [12, Theorem 47] in the case « = 1. (Again the result for general n follows trivially.) ( 
4.1) Let { Y(t); t^O]
be the Brownian motion in Rn (i.e., the symmetric stable process of index 2), let 0<X<l/2, and let K>0. Then there exist random variables B(io) < oo for almost all co and e(co) >0 for almost all co such that | Y(t2, co) -Y(h, co) | < B(u) | ti -h |x provided O^h, h^K and \ti -t2\ ^e(co). If a = 2 and/3>a = 2 the desired result is an immediate consequence of (4.1). Next consider the case j3>a and a<2. Yet { T(t); t ^ 0} be the subordinator of index a/2, and pick X < 1/2 such that /?X>a/2. Given 5>0 there exists a K< oo and a set QiC^ with P(12i) > 1-5/3 such that P(l, co) ^K if coG^i-Applying (4.1) with this K and X there exists a S<oo, and e>0, and a set £22CQ with P(£22) > 1-5/3 such that 5(co)gP Perhaps a remark on the proof of Theorem 4.1 is in order. If fi>l then the method of Bochner [2] for studying the fi-variation breaks down. The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is to reduce the study of the variation of the a-process to the study of the variation of the (a/2)-subordinator, to which Bochner's argument (see our Theorem 3.1) is applicable. Now we consider the dimension of the a process. In order to avoid saying everything twice we assume 77^2. McKean's proof is a bit incomplete at one point, but by using the theorems of Davies [4] and Frostman [6] as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 of the present paper one can easily overcome the difficulty. Now let { T(t); t^0\ be the subordinator of index a/2. We note that if P is a Borel set so is P(P, co), and that X(E, co) = F(P(P, co), co). Combining Theorem 3.2 of the present paper and McKean's theorem one obtains the desired conclusion. It should be pointed out that in McKean's theorem the exceptional set depends on A, and our P(P, co) varies with co although with probability one it has dimension Xa/2. However, the processes {T(t); t^O} and { Y(t); t^O) are independent and so an application of Fubini's theorem shows that the interaction of the exceptional sets causes no trouble.
5. Some asymptotic results. This section contains an application of Theorem 2.1 on the behavior oifa(t, x) for large | x|. The properties of the sample functions are involved only in a secondary way.
Let \X(t); f^O) be, as usual, the symmetric stable process of index a in P", let G be an open subset of Pn with finite Lebesgue measure, whose [May boundary has 0 Lebesgue measure (in this section m will denote w-dimensional Lebesgue measure), and let F be a bounded non-negative measurable function on G. In [7] Getoor investigates the processes derived from [X(t); t^O] (and from much more general processes) by "killing" the original process at the boundary of G and at the same time imposing on it a "local death rate," V. The precise definitions of these notions are given in [7] . It is proved there that associated with the derived process is a strongly continuous semigroup, { Tt; t^O], of bounded linear operators on L2(G, m). Furthermore, if £2q denotes the infinitesimal generator of {Tt; r^O} it is shown that there exists a complete orthonormal set {<py; J^ 1} in L2(G, m) and a nondecreasing sequence JX,-; J^l} of non-negative numbers tending to infinity such that ®'a4>j= -X/Py-In [l] we determined the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues, Xy, under the assumption that f(t, x, y), the underlying density of the original process, satisfies a regularity condition (D). This condition is the following: 
